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Based on momentum investment strategies, stock returns have a specific behavior
against the efficient market hypothesis at various intervals and can achieve the
returns more than efficient market returns with use momentum strategy according to
the time horizon of desired. The purpose of this study is compare the profitability of
the momentum investment strategy in different industries of Tehran stock exchange.
Momentum investment strategy can be described with independent variable and
momentum investment strategies returns have been considered as dependent
variable. The approach of this study is descriptive research method and in terms of
purpose is functional. The statistical population includes all companies listed on the
Tehran stock exchange. also, due to realms of time this research have been studied a
sample of companies that have been investigated since 2010-2015 in Tehran stock
exchange .the hypothesis were tested by using t-student test. The research findings
indicate that using the momentum investment strategy, average return of winner
portfolio is more than the average return of loser portfolio according to different
industries of Tehran stock exchange in all of (3-12 month) horizon .also the results
show that the average of winner portfolio return is more than the average of market
portfolio returns. There is however evidence of momentum past high performers have
above average return over intermediate (3-12 month) horizon. We find that the
winner portfolio will continue their better performance than the loser portfolio in all
of the (3-12 month) horizon and also we find statistically significant abnormal profits
for some intermediate horizon momentum strategies.
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